FANTASY
ISLAND
Colorful Caribbean charm sets up residence at
a hilltop estate in St. Croix
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With its fragrant frangipani and postcard-perfect beaches, St.
Croix has a way of making people fall in love. That’s what
happened to developer Jim Watson upon first setting foot on
the Caribbean island. Years later, while scouting the land for
suitable commercial building sites, it happened to him again.
Watson came across the Greathouse at Catherine’s Hope
(named for the Danish plantation that once stood there) on St.
Croix’s northeast shore and decided on the spot that it would
become his vacation home.
What ultimately cinched the deal was the view. Perched
atop a hill 600 feet above sea level, the 8,800-square-foot
residence offers vistas of the island’s mountain range and
daily shows of sunrise and sunset.
Designer Twila Wilson, whom Watson enlisted to bring
his object of affection up to par, wasn’t at all surprised at her
client’s reaction and quick decision to buy. “That’s what
happens in the Caribbean,” says Wilson, who’s been based
in the island for 33 years. “I think it’s the colors that get you.” e

Perched on a hilltop 600
feet above sea level, the
Greathouse at Catherine’s
Hope boats views of the
island’s mountainous
terrain and beaches.
Surrounding the property
are 13 acres of lush
vegetation.

Left: The residence’s pool
deck. Below: Verandahs
surround the entire property
and were treated as main
living areas when it came to
design. Tapestry rugs in
hues of yellow blend in with
the colors surrounding the
property. Archways frame
views of the ocean.

“In the islands, you can’t be
afraid of color. The palette that
we chose warms up everything
instantly.”
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As majestic as the residence is, it had long been neglected, left
uninhabited and open to the elements for years. But because
the home’s construction was enforced to withstand harsh island
conditions, the sprucing up process didn’t take very long. After
the bones were taken care of, Wilson came in to fulfill her client’s
directive.
“He’s not restrained in any way,” says Wilson with a laugh.
“He was clear about what he wanted, which was wow-factor so
his guests would be blown away by it.”
The sum of all those wants is a residence with five-star
Caribbean charm. High ceilings dictated the importance of
proper scale, therefore furniture was carefully considered in
terms of size so it would not drown in the rooms. Wilson relied
on vendors from Miami — “the New York of the Caribbean” as
she calls it — to outfit the home. To counterbalance the
harshness of the concrete block walls and hard surfaces, Indian
gauze curtains and warm woods, mostly bamboo and teak,
were employed to soften the overall texture. The estate’s large
rooms and their overabundance of natural light called for a color
palette of curry yellow, mango and turquoise that effectively
offsets the dark hardwood furniture. “In the islands, you can’t be
afraid of color,” says Wilson. “The palette that we chose warms
up everything instantly.” e
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Colonial furniture and
ceiling fans complete the
resort feel of the suites.
Artwork nods to
Caribbean sentiments
with paintings that depict
native vegetation, many
by local artists.
Above: The master bath.
Right: To ensure privacy in
the master suite, palmetto
shutters were installed to
block out sunlight. Properly
scaled colonial furnishings
in dark teak and bamboo
anchor the large rooms. All
the artwork is tropical in
theme and features St.
Croix vegetation.
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A guest suite at the
Greathouse at Catherine’s
Hope exudes island
hospitality with floral
motifs and warm woods.
Doors behind the bed
were used in lieu of a
traditional headboard to
address the large height
proportions of the room.
The curry mango palette
and Indian gauze curtains
soften the harshness of
the concrete block walls.

With verandahs surrounding the entire property and outdoor
living a way of life, the alfresco areas were as texturally
articulated as the indoor spaces. Tapestry area rugs warm up
the Crema Marfil marble flooring. Teak sofas overstuffed with
plump pillows face archway-framed views of the property’s
13 acres and the ocean.
To ensure privacy in all sleeping quarters, palmetto
shutters completely block out sunlight when so desired.
Colonial furniture and ceiling fans complete the resort feel of
the suites. Artwork here, as throughout the rest of the
residence, nods to Caribbean sentiments with paintings that
depict native vegetation, many by local artists.
In the end, the owner’s wish for wow-factor was
achieved. The Greathouse at Catherine’s Hope is as grand as
its moniker implies. “He wanted a luxury retreat,” says Wilson,
“and that’s exactly what he got.” n

